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Who Else Wants to Laugh At The Duplicate Content Penalty....All The Way To The Bank...? Re: 100

Unique Content Created by DuplicateByeBye Wordpress Plugin Dear Fellow Internet Marketer, Do You

have auto-blogs or a blog that you post other peoples content to, but get sick and tired of your content not

ranking and costing you money? Well, I was sick and tired of it at one time too... But... I decided to do

something about it! You see, I like to automate as much of my income as I possibly can. Therefore, I set

up a ton of blogs that pull content automatically to get a ton of visitors which in turn puts a nice chunk of

cash in my pockets every month from things like Adsense, CPA, affiliate programs, and adding people to

my list. The problem I was running into is that tons of other people were doing the same thing. The

content that was being dripped to my blogs was also being dripped to 100s of other blogs and I started to

see a decline in my rankings and traffic because the same content that I was using was on tons of other

sites as well. PROBLEM SOLVED Personally, Im the worlds biggest techno moron that you will ever

meet. Luckily for me though, a good friend is a programmer and can create pretty much anything that I

dream up. So, we tried a ton of different things and tested results...THEN ONE DAY WE HIT THE JACK

POT! The programmer, lets call him Mr. X made a plugin that essentially made duplicate content unique

to my site. This was accomplished by simply changing some of the code in the html to basically allow the

search engines such as Google, Yahoo, and MSN to see our content as Unique...So unique that it passes

CopyScape every single time, even though it is content being pulled from other sites. HOW DOES IT

WORK? If you use WordPress as a blogging platform then chances are good you are familiar with plugins

like WP-O-Matic and the likes that automatically pull and post content to your blog. My plugin works hand

in hand with these types of plugins. It takes the content that is being posted,works its magic and gives

you content that is unique to you which in turn gives you a hell of a better chance of achieving excellent

rankings. Which of course we all know, means more money. TESTIMONIAL Just purchased

DuplicateByeBye yesterday and installed it on 3 blogs I have that sell affiliate products. Frankly, I was

skeptical of the results you have shown in your promo video, but the price was right so i went ahead and

purchased. Checked my ranking this morning. Check this out: Article #1 = #1 out of 66,000 (original ezine
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article not in top 10) Article #2 = #3 out of 88 (original ezine is #1) Article #3 - #1 out of 260,000 (original

ezine is #4) All the above are unquoted searches. All this just 24 hrs after posting the articles. Please stop

selling this plugin today :) - Craig THE RESULTS Lets just say that I saw a major jump in our earnings on

all fronts and have since started to make blogging and auto-blogs in general a more profound part of my

business. As a result, I have a lot more free time on my hands. More importantly, I am saving a ton of

money because I no longer have to pay for someone to rewrite our PLR to post to my blogs. Hell, I dont

even have to pay to have articles rewritten anymore, I just let the plugin take care of everything. WHAT

DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOU? Basically it means you can stop putting duplicate content on your site and

provide the search engines with what it believes to be unique content. I thought long and hard about

actually selling this. In the end though, I decided to let a couple of trusted friends use it also and asked

them to post the same content that I was posting and guess what? All of the content was indexed and

ranked so, I talked about it and decided to share it with you now. If you are a blogger using the

Wordpress platform that uses PLR or even an auto-blogger that pulls content from all over the internet,

this plugin is a must have. Seriously, anything that will give you unique content and you dont have to do

any work, is a no-brainer. So, dont miss out on this one as I will be limiting the number sold, but have not

decided exactly what that number is yet. ------------------------------------ visit my store

andrykesuma.tradebitfor more cheap price digital product -------------------------------------
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